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About This Game

Enter the surreal, disturbing, and ridiculous world of the Knobbly Crook in this old-school point-and-click adventure. O'Sirus
the Snip is a simple paper farmer driven to epic adventure by a spooky face with a spookier voice. He will ultimately seek to
become a Knobbcrookian royal guard–a Guffaloon. Stories of their heroic battles against the fearsome Bogold empire echo

throughout the Crook. Unfortunately, they’re not currently recruiting simple paper farmers. He’s going to have to use every dirty
trick in his book to cheat his way to the top and that means YOU will need to understand the key elements of the Knobbly

Crook - Rock, Paper, and Scissors. Creatures of stone crush the metallic Knobbcrookians. The Knobbcrookians herd and farm
paper animals. Fearsome stone giants fear tiny paper animals.

As we join our woefully inept hero, O'Sirus, he finds himself on trial for all the crimes you have not yet committed together.
Retell his nonsensical story as his journey begins, finding himself a stowaway on a ship that is half horse, half boat, and half

whale. Every moment that passes takes you further from your goal--the Knobbly Crook. It's up to you to torment the
Drafthorse's unsuspecting crew in an attempt to alter their course. Once you reach moist land, the real adventure begins... and

continues for rather a long while... and concludes after quite a bit of shameful nonsense.
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The Knobbly Crook is a full adventure game and is completely free without any ads or tricks.
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Title: The Knobbly Crook
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Gnarled Scar Manipulations
Publisher:
Gnarled Scar Manipulations
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2015
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the knobbly crook chapter 2. the knobbly crook

So much fun, reminds me of discworld!. I haven't played a point and click adventure since like...Scooby Doo Mystery for sega...
The made up voices,the music,the randomness of it all.Love it!

Gave a few good laughs when I needed them :). Trippy, original and charming! Nuff said!. Love it! :D. This game is mad as!.
Wether you like the genre or not, THIS is one game that is absolutely worth experiencing for 3 simple reasons.
Pro's:
-It's free. It's so good it should have a price to it, but it's free. Why.
-Dark humor mixed with childish humor. The entire game is a spin around the idea that we need to have a ''second name'' in the
world. See, back in the day before WW1 or 2, that used to be a thing. John the Smith, John the Shepperd and John the Pervert
were three different men. Albeit John might have just been a blacksmith who liked butt♥♥♥♥ing sheep while wearing plate
mail armor...the reason you needed a second name was to identify WHO you are and what you do.
-The graphical style seems rather terrifying at first look, but once you get past the first screen that you are given, you start seeing
things from a different angle.
Con's:
-If you get stuck somewhere you have to resort to the good old rub everything to everything until something happens.
-If you are still stuck afterwards, think about something illogical and silly yet logical in the same time. The only time I got stuck
was when... yeah won't spoil what's the answer but I NEED to leave a hint here because the answer was alien as all hell. TUBA.
MUSIC. GOT IT? TOUCH IT.
-It's not done yet. I want more, what can I say?

I went in with doubts and low expectations and I came out with a grin as wide as my ears, wearing a suit made out of metal that
is indestructible unless hit by a rock.. Wunderful point & click game, with lots of special humor! Great artwork and sound,
especially the foreign language voice-overs!
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Nice point-and-click game for those who like them. It's free so if you don't like it no need to complain about it.. As hilarious as
Monkey Island, as appealing as Machinarium. 4:3 screen ratio for dat Nostalgia feel. And free!. This was a fantastic adventure.
The unique art style, funny dialogue, and surreal events occurring throughout promise an amazing series. I can't wait to play
more of these games.. Great introductory chapter hope there are future chapters soon. What a fun, dark little game. Any game
that has a bar called the horses♥♥♥♥♥is a must play. would liquid paper again 10/10

The Knobbly Crook - The Complete Misadventure is Live!:
You may have played Episode I: The Horse You Sailed In On before, but now you can experience the full story from an
upgraded version Episode I and the all-new Episodes II & III all in one game. Your Steam client should have already marked it
to update, but if you have problems, try uninstalling and reinstalling. Good luck, paper farmers!. Blog of The Knobbly Crook
Now Live:
The Blog of the Knobbly Crook is now live at http://gnarledscar.com . On it, you'll find insight into the lore of the world,
previews of upcoming artwork and characters, and a look inside the development process. Wonder what's up with Jack? Curious
about the language the Knobbcrookians speak? These answers and more can already be found on the blog.. Jooooin Ussss.:
If you'd like to keep up to date on Chapter 2: The Face of the Face, stop by to say hello, ask questions, or simply want to annoy
me - you can find me on twitter @ethanjamespetty . I'm very friendly as long as you are, too.

If you've got ideas for Knobbcrookians, fan fiction, etc, be sure to post them here. I would love to incorporate some of the
community ideas into future games. I want this to be an extremely weird playground anybody can play in.. Update 1.1:
The Knobbly Crook should now update to 1.1, which includes many useful features requested by your feedback. They are:

* Slower Talking - I've added an extra bit of space into every spoken line to give slower readers a chance to keep up with the
Knobbcrookians.
* Punctuation fixes! Exciting!
* Fixed missing audio files.
* Cleaned the colon extractor, but it's already dirty again. Oh well.
* Added Hotkeys - 1 = Walk, 2 = Look, 3 = Use, 4 = Talk, 5 = Take, 6 (or Tab) = Inventory
* Updated cursors to better differentiate use and take.
* Volume sliders for Speech, Sound, and Music.
* Ability to turn on and off mouseover room exit icons. You will only see them in rooms where you have walk-into exits. Exits
that are found with other interaction icons will not show up here (because spoilers).
* Extended Music and Sound credits have been moved into the credits screen rather than in text files.
* Fixed a walk-behind issue in the Captain's room that put O'Sirus inside the walkway.
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